PARTNERS IN LEADERSHIP  By Betty Lynne Leary
Baltimore lawyer Benjamin Civiletti had led a life of public service and personal accomplishment. Now a scholarship in his name delivers his legacy to a new generation of lawyers.

30 YEARS AND COUNTING  By Amanda Milewski
The Clinical Law Program matches valuable student experience with a dedication to public service. For three decades, it's changed generations of lawyers for the better.

In Memoriam: Anne Barlow Gallagher

ALL RISE!  By Sarah Achenbach
Topical issues met the dramatic arts in three innovative programs staged by the School of Law and local theaters. Real-life drama ensued in the racial tensions of Hairspray, death-penalty cases came to life in The Exonerated, and the arguments raged anew in Brown v. Board of Education.

ON THE FRONT LINES OF PUBLIC POLICY
By Marlene England
UM Law students get in the thick of tobacco policy, international terrorism regulations, drug treatment, even the mundane yet complex rules of homeowners' associations. The lives they change, now and in the jobs they secure, reach well beyond their own.
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